The Lincoln Road shopping area is in Miami’s __ Beach
__ Square in San Francisco is a shopping area and theater district
The Newbury Street shopping district is located in __
The __-Elysees is known as “the most beautiful avenue in the world”
Grafton, Henry, O'Connell and Wicklow Streets are all in __, Ireland
Covent __ in London was once a fruit and vegetable market
Go to Rue du Faubourg Saint-__ to find designer fashions in __
Sloane Street in __, especially near Knightsbridge
Pitt Street Mall is located in __, Australia
Bahnhofstrasse in __ has stores for Chanel, Cartier, Dior, and Hermes
The Chatuchak and Patpong night markets are in __, Thailand
The Magnificent Mile and Michigan Avenue are in __, IL
__ Avenue in NYC is not only known for its advertising
The Mall at Millenia and Altamonte Mall are in __, FL
The __ of London includes Bond St, Oxford St and Savile Row
The first __ Girl stores were in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles
__ Bay is one of Hong Kong’s major shopping districts
The West __ Mall is the largest mall in North America
If you’re not in the mood to gamble, ____ offers excellent shopping
Saint Catherine Street is a popular place to shop in __ Quebec
Nanjing Road in __, China has over 1 million visitors daily
Rodeo Drive and __ Boulevard are in Beverly Hills, CA
The Parisian department store district is located on __ Haussmann
Bloomington, __ is the location of the Mall of America
Melrose Avenue and Sunset Strip are in __, CA
____ has popular shopping districts on Royal and Canal Streets
Bergdorf Goodman, Bendel’s and Saks are on ____ in NYC
This area of London was featured in a Julia Roberts/Hugh Grant movie
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